
 
 

 

eRoll : SUPRATEC are involved in the production of the 
engines designed by Safran 

 
 

 
 
 
 
SUPRATEC supports its customer, Safran Aircraft Engines (SAE) in ramping up  enging 
production  by providing an innovative handling tool dubbed “eRoll”. 
 
With the commercial success of the export market, Safran Aircraft Engines wanted to adapt 
and optimise its production equipment to support the steady increase in the production of 
engines. In this context, the manufacturer used the expertise of SUPRATEC to improve a 
critical phase of its production process, involving moving the engines to the test bench. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

Modernisation and automation of the process 
 
Up to now, engines were moved using a trolley alone or together with the production 
workshop hoist. In both cases, the method required 3 technicians to handle the trolley, the 
availability of the hoist if necessary, and a significant amount of time. 
Asked by SAE to modify the existing trolley, SUPRATEC quickly brought a pool of experts to 
the site to study the production environment and talk to the technicians. Based on its know-
how and experience in integrating innovative handling technologies such as Automated 
Guided Vehicles (AGV), the SUPRATEC design office designed a new product, the eRoll. 
 
Simplified, safe operations 
 
The eRoll is a means of transportation incorporating an AGV system, a “raise & lower” device 
and a detection capability for accurate automatic positioning. It can thus position itself 
automatically and autonomously under the trolley bearing the engine (approximately 2.5 
tonnes) before moving it in the workshop and transferring it to the test bench. 
This system provides SAE with significant operational and safety benefits. In addition to 
significantly reducing the time dedicated to this phase of the production process, it also has 
the advantage of only requiring one technician and providing more flexibility when moving 
engines to: 

- Reach areas not covered by the hoist, 
- Operate autonomously in complex workshops 
- Reduce the risk of falling parts and limit occupational health and safety (OH&S) 

incidents for operators. 
 

With this first version of the eRoll, Supratec plans to create an entire range of autonomous 
vehicles to meet the ergonomics, productivity and flexibility needs of major industrial 
operators worldwide.  
 

About SUPRATEC 
SUPRATEC was founded in 1962 and is an independent group specialising in the creation 
of innovative solutions for industrial performance in sectors such as assembly, safety and 
environmental technologies. The SUPRATEC Group today employees over 250 people who 
work on a daily basis to create solutions and means allowing industry to produce more, 
better. In our subsidiaries and support services, we share a strong identity based on 
shared values: expertise, innovation and entrepreneurship. With over 50 years of 
experience in the industry, we are continuing to develop with organic and external 
growth, and today generate a turnover of over 55 million Euros. 

 
 


